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IT in a Cold Climate

A Directors Briefing
by John Kinnear
Byits very nature, the IT function has to take a long-term

view. It operates systems that were designed yesterday,
but it plans systemsthatwill run tomorrow.Recessions, on
the other hand,are short-term,or at least, one hopes they
are. This Directors Briefing provides guidance on how the
systems department should respond whenthebusinessit
serves hits a downturn.

Directors Briefings are published by the Butler Cox Foundation

andprovidedirectors and senior general managers with practical
guidance on the effective exploitation of information technology

within their enterprises.

Further information about the Butler Cox Foundation can be found

inside the back coverof this paper.

A Directors Briefing
IT in a Cold Climate
Continuous economic growth hasso far eluded every industrialised

nation. Nevertheless, few organisations are well prepared for
recession most plan on the assumption of uninterrupted growth

in demandfor their products or services. Corporate engines do not
have a very effective reverse gear.

It is not, of course, only general economic recessions that cause a
business downturn in particular market sectors or even in individual companies. The global travel industry has been hit on
several occasions by events such as terrorism and international

conflict. Overcapacity in industries such as banking orairlines
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puts mounting pressure on the weakerplayers. Changesin tech-

nology can render whole product ranges obsolete. In all these

cases, however, a harsh general economic climate tends to expose

and magnify the problems.

According to the severity of the downturn

and the adroitness of

companies take a variety of measures to
the management
respondto such a situation. Whatis at stake might be the preservation of a company s position in the market, or the maintenance
of its independenceorevenits very existence. It may be concerned
about retaining its capability to respond when the market

consultant.

recovers, or it may simply be obsessed with survival. Possible
actions range from cost-cutting to closingorselling off parts of the
business.

While the business deals with short-term market pressures and

the cost of finance, the systems department endeavours to retain
a long-term view. Some would say that it has to. The systems in

place today have taken years

in some cases, decades

to build.

They represent massive investment. They cannot be changed

instantly. Moreover, the systems that are being built for tomorrow

will pave the way for the success of the business over the next
10 years. Surely (it is argued), they should not be jeopardised by

shorter-term considerations?

Should the systems department continue withits plans regardless

of the fluctuationsin the short-term position of the business? Such
a line has two obvious drawbacks. First, it hardly squares with the

frequent claim that IT should be viewed as a strategic business

weapon. Whatuse is a weaponif it cannot be used when you are
underattack? Second, any systems department operating in such

a way soonfindsitself out of step with the rest of the business. The
most important thing about the longterm is to ensure that you are
part of it. So, how should the systems department respond? The

actions taken by some systemsdirectorsin responseto the current
economic climate suggest some useful guidelines.
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KeepingIT in tune with the business

The main problemsaffecting businesses in the current economic
climate are high costs, low productivity and low sales volume, as

the diagram below shows. The mainresponsetakes two forms: new

initiatives in sales and marketing, and cost-cutting,as the diagram

opposite illustrates. A brief survey by the Foundation of large
companies in Britain (oneofthe first countries in Europe to have
been affected by the recession) revealed that over 80 per cent had
taken action in one or both of these areas. They reported over-

whelmingly that a similar response was required from the systems

department. Overall, some 40 per cent of systems departments

were directed to cut their costs, and a further 35 per cent were told
to freeze them. Particular emphasis wasplaced on staff cuts
85 per cent of systems departments were instructed to freeze or

reducestaff levels.

The recession brings manyproblemsfor business
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(Source: Survey of Foundation membersin the United Kingdom)

Faced with a demandto cut costs quickly,the instinctive reaction

of many systems managersis, It can t be done . They point out

that as systems are a long-term investment, mostof the costs are

of a long-term nature, committed contractually in advance. They

cannot be changed quickly. An example ofa typical systems budget

is shown opposite. The discretionary portion is only 13.7 per cent.
Typically, systems managerswill usefigures like this to explain
how it is virtually impossible to cut their budgets by more than

Systems managers often claim
they have litile scope to
reducecosts

2 or 3 per cent. This attitude can alienate business managersfor

whom thereis no alternative to substantialcost-cutting.

An extreme example is provided by a major insurance group. Like
manyothers inits field, it was coming under intense competitive
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Business is respondingby increasing marketing and cutting costs
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Only a small part of the systems budgetis discretionary
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pressure, which affected premium levels, sales costs, and hence,
margins. The group s recovery strategy wasclear. It involved resetting premium levels, focusing on the more profitable areas of
activity at the expenseof volume, and cutting operatingcosts.Its
market strengths madethisa perfectly feasible strategy to pursue.
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such a specialised solution. Instead, a standard back-up agreement
was concluded with a systems house, for a small proportion of the
originally proposedcost.

The main hardware vendor proved remarkably supportive in these
moves, recognising that a continuing good relationship was more
important than fighting for short-term income, to the customer's
detriment. Indeed, few customers recognise their powers of renegotiation in the current climate in manyfields of IT supply.
In general, major savings can be madeby questioning assumptions

that may well have been correct at the time of the original decision. It is not that they were wrong; it is that they are no longer
valid under the changed business circumstances.

Cutting costs without cutting
capability

A 20 per cent reduction in costs need not result in a 20 per cent
reduction in IT capability. In most systems departments, thereis

scope to reduce costs by making changes in the organisation, in
staffing and in other internal functions.

At the International Stock Exchange London, a new IT director
was appointed in January 1990. Oneofhis early actions was to

change the organisation of the systems department fundamen-

tally, from one focused on technological functions to one based on

projects. This had an enormousimpactonthe ability of the department to meet business objectives while, at the same time,
achieving substantial staff reductions.

Staff cuts were also made and continue to be made in the
systems development area and in business \administration at
Midland Bank. Thecuts did not, however, adversely affect morale.
The systemsdirector said, No-onelikes to see cuts, but the overall

ot affect

effect is positive. People can see that we are tackling the problem.
Weare not simply lying back andletting the business drift along _
in this climate. We are actually proud of the fact that in some
areas, such as the IT planning andarchitecture groups, we have
been able to cut numbersandcosts by 40 per cent. Most IT direc-

tors would boast of the numbersthat they employ.

Anearly action of one newly appointed systemsdirector was to
reduce the number of managementlayers in the systems department. This involved some redundancies. It also involved breaking
through the old culture, where an individual s importance in the
organisation wasdirectly related to the numberof staff reporting
to him. In addition, most internal meetings were cut. There were
far too many of them andtheylastedfar too long. The department
also tended to write long papers about everything, and to write

papers about those papers. This was stopped. Don t write less
code, write fewer reports , was theinstruction. It is surprising how
organisationsfail to recognise the amountof resources that such

activities consume. The maxim hastobe to pruneactivities before
sheddingskilled staff.

Accommodation is another area to be tackled. The standard of
accommodation that might be justified in good times is not the
same as that which can be afforded in a different climate. It is
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Systems directors should lead
by example

better, where possible, to cut floor space than to cut skilled
resources. Again, cuts have to be led by example. The same

systemsdirectorfelt that he could hardlysit in the spaciousoffice

he inherited while lecturing on the need for frugality. He moved
out. This was not only importantin setting an example to his own

department. He was seen by the business to be taking the lead.

His next move was to close a data centre and transfer work to other
centres in the group. Theusersdid not even notice.

He then tackled salaries. A salary increase of 10 per cent had been
budgeted for the whole department. This wascut to an average of
7 per cent. However, few individuals received exactly 7 per cent;
rises ranged from zeroto 15 per cent. Each was assessed on an indi-

vidual merit basis. If thereis to be a degree of unhappiness which
is virtually inevitable under adverse economicpressure it is vital
to keep the key individuals and the high performers happy.

Overall, the company has demonstrated just how much of the
systems budget, and probably most systems budgets, can be cut

not without hardship anddifficulty, but without reducing essen-

tial development or substantially decreasing user service levels.
Although the process is not complete, cuts to date have madeit
possible to reduce the planned operating costs for the current year

by 16 per cent and capital expenditure by 66 per cent. Just one item
in his budget was increased training.

An interesting example of one peripheral activity, which is reRecharging systems may be
consuming too mucheffort

garded as sacrosanct by many,is recharging for systemsservices.
As one systems manager commented, All recharging does is to
cause resentmentand endless time-consuming debate between me
and my customers. Moreover, I was employing twopeople full-time
to operate the recharging system and handle queries. After brief
discussions with my customers, I discontinuedit.

Refocusing on whatreally matters

Akey to meeting the seemingly conflicting aimsof satisfying new
requirements and cutting costs is to concentrate on real business
needs andto discontinueprojects and activities that are unrelated

to the immediate businesspriorities. This refocusing can prove of
enormousbenefit to the organisation, but it needs to be carried out
as a systematic andruthless exercise.

At Midland Bank, information systemsare vital to the health of

the bank. The pressure andinitiatives to cut the costs of providing

systems should not be confused with a failure to perceive their
value. Efficiency in delivery is only one part of the equation. This
is highlighted by thefact that, in the current climate, and with a

fiercely competitive market, product innovation is an essential

aspect of the bank s business, and systems are needed to support

this innovation.

Focusingonthe real business needs oughtto be an obviouspriority
for any systems department. Time and again, however, the biggest

gains comenotfrom being moreefficient in development, but from

eliminating non-essential projects or projects that havelittle

genuine impacton the real business requirements.
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The IT director at Midland Bank putit like this: As an organis-

ation, we haveto ask ourselves, if we fail to do a particular project,
will we stop lending moneyor taking deposits, or will the auditors
qualify the accounts? If not, why do it particularly now?
Asimplebuteffective technique for cutting peripheralactivity was

employed by the new IT director at the International Stock
Exchange London.It achieved dramatic results. In January 1990,

the Exchange had some 350 systemsstaff and a forecast 1990
development expenditure of £15 million. Even so, users were
dissatisfied because most projects were runninglate andlittle of
real value was beingdelivered.
His first action was to ask each development managertolist, for
each project, the planned andforecast completion date, the budget,

the amountforecast and spent to date, and the nameof the business manager sponsoring the project. All projects that had no

sponsor andthat did not relate to the Exchange s core business
more than half the total were halted, even if they were virtually

complete. Following discussions with sponsors, priorities were set

for the remainingprojects in line with the needsof the business,

and the resources of the department wereallocated accordingly.

A yearlater, virtually all projects are on time, usersaresatisfied,
and the numberofstaff has been reduced to 99 and the budget to
£8 million. This was achieved partly by the re-organisation
referred to earlier, but mainly by focusing on whatreally mattered

to the business. This is perhaps an extreme example, but most

systems departments have someprojects which consumeresources
and for which no real business case has been made or where a
good case wasoriginally made but does not stand up today. In
effect, many systems departments are making bespokesuits for
dead customers.

Setting priorities for new
developments

Given tight constraints on overall resources, competition between
projects, and a wish to allocate resources to those projects that
have the greatest impact on the business, there is a needfor a clear

mechanism for evaluating opportunities. Of course, that has
always been the case, but in times ofrecession,it is critical that

the evaluationcriteria reflect the current business climate. There

may be an excellent case for a project in termsof cost/return, but
it may simply be unaffordable, or it may have a high payback when
the business actually wants a fast payback.

Midland Bank has adopted a very clear-cut and structured
approachto this problem. It is based on twocriteria how financially attractive a possible project is and whether that project is
for a commercially deserving business area. Financial attractiveness is a factored rating based on itemssuch as internal rate of

return, payback period, overall size of payback and risk. A com-

mercially deserving business area is either one that is already

delivering a high performance(based on return on equity) or one

that could substantially improve its performanceif the proposed

system were developed andinstalled. These twocriteria are used

to form a priority matrix (see page 9), on which proposedprojects
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Proposedprojects can be plotted and comparedon a priority matrix
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can be plotted and compared.In addition, every new development
has to have a business sponsor whohasto argue the case for the
project and take responsibility for the delivery of the business
benefits.

Exploring other avenues

Some of the steps being taken to prune costs have longer-term

implications, many of which are uncertain. The use of temporary
contractors and outsourcing are cases in point.
More thanhalf of the respondentsto our survey said that they had

substantially reduced the numberof outside contractors. This cuts

isationsare 20Ons
the savings that can result from
outsou

costs in thé short term; in the long term, however,it fails to achieve
what manyfinancial directors are really seeking a reduction in
fixed costs. Fewer organisations are looking seriously at the case

for outsourcing, although there are potentially significant savings
to be madeby this approach. A possible explanation is that many
systems directorsstill see outsourcing as a threat.

There may be good reasonto shift the whole balance of corporate

IT costs, whether these involve computer operations, development
resources or networks. Hard economic times may bethetrigger
that causes managers to investigate the cost saving that can be
achieved by outsourcing. However, managers should recognise

that outsourcingis a strategic issue involving a long-term commitment. It should not be a knee-jerk reaction to a short-term
problem.
Rationalisation is another way in which several organisations
have made substantial savings. For example, Midland Bank cut

the staffing levels for operating its data centres by 40 per cent over
a four-year period, during which time outputtripled. It adopted a

utility approach to the provision of computerservices. Asa result,
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the numberof staff within the data centres fell from 1,500 to 900

while costs fell by around 25 per centin real terms. In France,
BFCE reduced the numberof its data centres from 25 to 3, which
resulted in significant savings.
i

An interesting exampleof rationalisation is provided by an engin-

eering company that had previously adopted a two-supplier

policy
Digital for technical work and IBM for commercial
data processing. By changing to a single supplier, it was able
to more than halve its annual expenditure of £2.5 million over an
18-month period. The savings were mainly attributable to two
sources. First, the change could be achieved rapidly only by
adopting packaged software, and this eliminated the need for an
extensive systems developmentfunction. Second, the adoption of
a single supplier meant that only oneset of specialist technicalsupport skills was necessary.

Conclusion

In acold businessclimate, the financedirectorsets different rules,
and the marketing director recognises that it is a different game.
If the systems function is to take the role that all its proponents
say it should, it has to be absolutely in tune with business realities. It cannot claim special privileges. It must respond, and be
seen by the rest of the managementto be responding,to the shortterm needsof the economic situation. Whentherecessionbites, the

concern of most businesses is to improve their marketing and
control their costs. These are both areas in which the innovative
use of information can help. The systems department is the

guardian of that information and can turn the recession into an
opportunity to demonstrate its value. Respondingto a recession is
painful for everyone. Jobs and budgets mustbe cut, and plans put
on ice. However, if the systems departmentis seen to be taking a

lead, not only makingits own contribution but also helping other

managersto maketheirs, the gap in understanding andcredibility

that so often separates systems from therest of the business can
be bridged.
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The Butler Cox Foundation

The Butler Cox Foundationis a service for senior

managersresponsible for information management
in major enterprises. It provides insight and
guidance to help them to manage information
systems and technology more effectively for the

benefit of their organisations.

The Foundation carries out a programme of
syndicated research that focuses on the business
implications of information systems, and on the
managementof the information systems function,

rather than on the technology itself. It distributes
a rangeof publicationsto its membersthat includes

research reports, management summaries, directors
briefings and position papers. It also arranges
events at which members can meet and exchange
views, such as conferences, managementbriefings,
research reviews, study tours and specialist forums.

}

Membership of the Foundation
The Foundation is the world s leading programme
of its type. The majority of subscribers are large

organisations seekingto exploit to the full the most

Recent research reports
60 Expert Systems in Business
61 Competitive-Edge Applications: Myths and
Reality
62 Communications Infrastructure for Buildings

63 The Future of the Personal Workstation
64
65
66
67

Managing the Evolution of Corporate Databases
Network Management
Marketing the Systems Department
Computer-Aided Software Engineering

(CASE)
68 Mobile Communications
69 Software Strategy

70 Electronic Document Management

71 Staffing the Systems Function

72 Managing Multivendor Environments

73 Emerging Technologies: Annual Review for
Managers
74 The Future of System Development Tools

75 Getting Value from Information Technology
76 Systems Security

77 Electronic Marketplaces
78 New Telecommunications Services

79 The Role of Information Technology in Transforming the Business
80. Workstation Networks: A Technology Review for
Managers

recent developmentsin information technology. The
membership is international, with more than
450 organisations from over 20 countries, drawn
from all sectors of commerce, industry and govern-

Recent position papers and directors briefings

industry sectors, between countries, and between
information technology suppliers andusers.

A Progress Report on New Technologies
Hypertext

ment. This gives the Foundation a uniquecapability
to identify and communicate best practice between

Benefits of membership

Thelist of members establishes the Foundation as

the largest and mostprestigious club for systems

managers anywherein the world. Members have
commented on the following benefits:

Thepublicationsareterse, thought-provoking,
informative andeasy to read. They delivera lot
of messages in a minimum ofprecious reading
time.

The events combineaccessto the world s leading
thinkers and practitioners with the opportunity

The Changing Information Industry: An Investment

Banker s View

1992: An Avoidable Crisis
Managing Information Systemsin a Decentralised
Business
Pan-European Communications:

Threats and Opportunities
Information Centres in the 1990s
Open Systems

Computer Support for Cooperative Work
Outsourcing Information Systems Services
IT in a Cold Climate

Forthcoming research reports
Managingthe Devolution of Systems Responsibilities

countries.

The Futureof Electronic Mail
Technical Architecture
Downsizing An Escapefrom Yesterday's Systems
Visual Information Technology

systemspractitioners, with the powerto connect

The Butler Cox Foundationis one of the services

to meet and exchange views with professional

counterparts from different industries and

The Foundation represents a network of
individuals with common concerns.

Combined with the manager s owncreativity and
business knowledge, membership of the Foundation
contributes to managerial success.
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provided by the Butler Cox Group. Butler Cox is an
independent international consulting company
specialising in areas relating to information technology.Its services include managementconsulting,

applied research and education.
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